
Apply now

XING provides advice and support to its more than 18 million members during

the upheaval processes in the world of work. In an environment marked by a

shortage of skilled workers, digitalization, and changes in values, XING helps

its members achieve as harmonious a work/life balance as possible: For a

better working life.

Working Student (m/f/x) Assistant

Agile Project Manager
You like to work in dynamic environment, support others in learning and you never say

no to a new challenge? Then we see you as new member of our Agile Project

Management team at XING!

In your daily work you will support several agile software development teams and their

project managers in reaching the goals and continuously improving processes.

A challenging task

You work on implementing agile practices in internal teams together with Agile Project

Manager.

You participate in preparation and facilitation of workshops, meetings and team

offsites.

You act as a team knowledge treasurer by capturing key information and by creating

valuable materials.

You provide the team and stakeholders with data on progress by doing data analysis.

https://new-work-se.onlyfy.jobs/apply/qunt74gptuevnw9j7q6mjd5if15zhi5


You propose and bring to life ideas how to keep team spirit high.

And while doing all that, you are gaining knowledge and experience which prepares

you to take the leading role in agile team in future.

A convincing background

You study in a field of business, computer science or psychology and you are

technology enthusiast.

You are fast learner with good organizational and communication skills.

You are practical and solution oriented: you enjoy in getting things done.

You can speak and write in English fluently and you enjoy working in international

environment- we speak English in our daily work and we are proud to have

international teams.

An inspiring environment

XING offers a dynamic environment located in the centre of Hamburg. As well as flexible working hours,
you’ll have an opportunity to acquire new skills. Your ideas will be taken seriously and you’ll have plenty of
scope to branch out on your own. We also provide free drinks and organic fruit as well as a Proficard public
transport ticket and restaurant vouchers.

If you have any questions please let us know!

Carolin Kammer

One Team - One Vision: XING KickOff 2018One Team - One Vision: XING KickOff 2018

https://www.xing.com/profile/Carolin_Kammer/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Carolin_Kammer/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NhbKndJPKGc
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